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Greetings to all our Satanic Family and Comrades.

Many people are wondering, so what, if we were in power, would we suppress the
enemy, their culture or any of the like as some sort of political suppression? So,
let me answer this question about you.

Provided there was a drug which was a truth serum, and forced all jews to say the
truth as they see it...

No we wouldn't. We are all freedom speech absolutists, at least the majority of us.
What we could do is actually give the jews total and unconditional freedom of
speech for a while. Why? Because this would only approve and show our bigoted
views as real in less than one month.

Even all these deranged asleep retards outside could just plain in the open see
that we, the 'bigoted', may as well just be normal people who have had enough of
jewish supremacist bullshit. Instead of thinking we just 'hate' on the jews, maybe
they would consider we have done some research to observe a trend that has
been ongoing for centuries.

The realest manifestation of the above is Israel itself.

Rogue state, built all of a sudden based on pseudo history, and based upon the
extermination of Palestinians as a culture and as a people. This story does not
need lampshades and soap of 60 trillion to be believable, because indeed,
nobody even cares to believe this story. There are more important things to
consider such as how the jews have suffered, in their mind, some hundreds of
years ago.

The people of Palestine being raped and killed no is really not an important issue
in this world, compared to how a jew FEELS every time he sees, from his condo
in upper Manhattan, other people being nationalists at extreme percent such as
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5% in a whole country, for example. Because this is the real problem. I mean after
all they get a heart attack from this, and they definitely die from it (watch out of the
drastic decrease in jews in the last years - Oy Vey), so it's our fault for it.

So in Israel things are just nice. Here jews are not censored in any way to express
how they really feel about other members of the world. They openly hold
conferences where they converse about our extermination, they openly talk about
how great it is to hate goyim, they have imposed their talmud in their legal law,
conduct DNA tests so people can gain citizenship, and many other things.

Imagine if we extended that extreme to Free Speech Absolutism worldwide,
removing this need for them to just pretend to be some sort of entity that is like
co-existing with us in anyway.

Instead of the jews lying and pretending to be a separate element, they could just
speak their hearts content without legal persecution. Instead of coding a genocide
plan for the Non-jews in the bible and mask it as a religion, they could just plainly
tell all the members of the world they want to holocaust them, and that they don't
have a right to exist. The top Rabbis in Israel wouldn't have to have their words
taken from stolen videos from Israel to expose them, but they would rather be on
National television giving speeches about how the Goyim are slaves and
unworthy to live.

So I am totally against marginalizing and censoring the jews. They literally need
to get out there. Hell, if I had a channel that could broadcast in every television
and in every home, I'd give some of the top Rabbis some time there to explain to
us how they see us the Goyim. The manifestation of this freedom of speech,
where jews speak in unadultered manners, is reflected in Israel and in their
religious texts. They just have had freedom to express themselves there. Such as
in the passages where they say that raping children is nothing but akin to poking
them in the eye with your finger, in the Talmud.

Truly, there is no need to censor the jews, or anything like that. They need to be
given the opening to freely speak. Freely hold conferences about how they want
to exterminate the Gentiles. Freely go into TV and push their agenda, freely
parade everywhere and spit in the faces of the Goyim about how worthless they
think they are.

Then, of course, people would actually see what is going on and stop calling our
kind 'bigoted', 'racist' and all the like.



One of the many reasons I am a free speech absolutist is that yes, everyone must
speak their mind. Not letting the jew publicly speak his mind, has destroyed us for
2000 years now. Let the jews speak their hearts content.

Only the enemy is against Free Speech- because exactly the application of this
free speech right, even by their own, has been the detriment to the hidden
agenda. These agendas can only succeed based on oblivion of the victims. As
Kennedy stated, it's the Free and Open society that the "Hidden Agendas" are
afraid of. A few days later, he was assassinated for this array of statements.

Does anyone still wonder why the enemy hates free
speech so much?
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